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Charleston hits a record high
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Clay Diltz, a junior at Neoga High School, ollies over six steps Sunday afternoon outside of Coleman Hall. Diltz
who comes to Eastern’s campus a few times a year to skate, is not planning on going pro; he just skates for
fun. The unusually warm November weather brings out the skate or die mentality in Diltz.
75 degree high on Saturday the latest chapter in an
unusual fall; temperatures to stay in 50s this week
By Matt Neistein
City editor
Charleston residents wit-
nessed history Saturday,
although most probably only
noticed it in passing.
Saturday’s high temperature
of 75 degrees, the highest ever
recorded for Nov. 13 in
Charleston, according to local
weather observer Dalias Price,
was lost amidst the high temper-
atures the area has seen all
autumn.
“It’s still a continuation of
that very unusual fall we’ve
been having,” Price said.
Studies of the Midwest show
that for the last 30 days, temper-
atures have been 4 to 4.5
degrees higher than normal.
The record low for Nov. 13
was 7 degrees in 1986, a differ-
ence of nearly 70 degrees from
the new high.
“We do have a wide range of
highs and lows this time of
year,” he said.
The mercury dipped to 67
degrees Sunday, although it
stayed at a comfortable level, he
said, despite a north wind that
brought the wind chill factor
down.
A National Weather Service
forecast for Coles County shows
highs in the mid-50s early in the
week that will rise to the mid-
60s by Wednesday. Possible rain
on Friday will bring the temper-
ature down to the upper 50s.
Nighttime temperatures for
Former worker
files charges
against Eastern
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
A former stationary firefighter
in the university’s power plant filed
a lawsuit with Eastern for the rever-
sal of his dismissal from the univer-
sity and the awarding of back pay.
Wayne R. Bosler also filed the
lawsuit with State University Civil
Service System Merit Board,
which upheld the dismissal on
Sept. 23. Bosler filed the lawsuit in
Coles County on Oct. 28.
Bosler began his employment
with the university in 1988. He was
fired after he allegedly left work
without prior permission, accord-
ing to court documents. The univer-
sity also claimed Bosler didn’t
cooperate in an investigation of the
reasons why he left work that day
and any previous discipline he
received. 
Bosler said the university was
notified that he was leaving early
that day and he was cooperative
with the university’s investigation,
court documents stated.
Bosler said he did not wish to
comment at this time with the law-
suit still  pending.
Public Information Specialist
Vicki Woodard, said the universi-
ty cannot comment because of a
lack of information about the
appeal.
“Mr. Bosler is seeking a review
of those findings as he has a right to
do,” Woodard said. “At this point,
the university has not received
enough information regarding the
basis for his appeal to make any
statement.”
Fired stationary firefighter seeking
reversal of dismissal and back pay
Courtside seats
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
Jenna Moroney is probably the
only Eastern student that has ever
passed a ball to Michael Jordan and
celebrated in the Chicago Bulls
locker room after a championship
game.
Moroney, a 23-year-old gradu-
ate student, said when she was 16
she wrote a letter to the Bulls
inquiring why there were no female
ball people for the Bulls.
“I’m a real big Bulls fan, and I
was at a game with my dad when I
saw all the ballboys were boys,”
she said. “I wrote a letter asking
why there were no girls, and after
an interview, they hired me.”
Moroney was not only was the
first Bulls ballgirl, she was a ball-
girl for five years until she was 21.
Moroney said she celebrated with
the Bulls players after two of their
championship game celebrations at
the United Center in Chicago. She
also received three championship
Bulls watches.
“It was amazing to be in the
locker room, spraying people with
champagne,” Moroney said. “It
was just incredible being there
when they were presented with the
trophy.”
Moroney has been at Eastern
since August working on her grad-
uate degree in college student per-
sonnel and is the associate resident
director of Lincoln Hall.  Moroney
said she really liked Eastern
Eastern graduate student works as
Chicago Bulls ballgirl for five years
profile
Monday
weekly series featuring a person on 
campus or in the city
photo courtesy of Jenna Moroney
As a ballgirl for the Chicago Bulls
Jenna Moroney got to celebrate two
of their championships and meet
many of the Bulls players, like Dennis
Rodman.
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because of the people she has met
and the programs offered were the
best fit for what she was looking
for. Moroney is involved with the
College Student Personnel
Association (COSPA) and is the
adviser for the Lincoln Hall
Council.
Moroney completed her under-
graduate degree in elementary
education at North Central College
in Naperville. She took a year off
of school to teach first grade at
Saint Isidore School in Blue
Island, but she said it wasn’t what
she expected.
“I thought I would like it, but it
wasn’t as great as I thought it would
be,” she said. 
“I knew I couldn’t spend the
next 30 years doing it as a
career.”
When Moroney was going to
school in Naperville and work-
ing as a ball girl, she did not get
to spend much time with her
family. 
When a position for ballboy
came up, she convinced her brother
to take the open spot. 
“One of the best parts was work-
ing with my brother because I got to
spend a lot of time with him,” she
said. 
“When I was at school in North
Central, I didn’t get to see him that
much.”
Among many memorable events,
Moroney said one of her favorite
times was during a Bulls game
against the Detroit Pistons. 
“I was mopping up sweat off the
floor, and as I turned to go off the
court, he (Jordan) hit me in the back
with the towel and said ‘Good job,
Jenna.’”
Jordan was Moroney’s favorite
player when she was a ballgirl, but
now she said her favorite player is
Toni Kukoc. 
Her other duties as ballgirl
included passing out towels and
Gatorade, washing uniforms, clean-
ing the locker room and other “real
glamorous jobs,” she said. But
Moroney said she did get to
rebound when the players were
practicing their shots and warming
up before games.
Seats
from Page 1
Monday and Tuesday are expected
to dip down to the lower 30s.
Price, who is completing a
study of this autumn’s temperate
climate, said worries about snow
are a bit premature.
“This time of November we
normally don’t get snow,” he said.
But by Thanksgiving, Charleston
may see a “dusting” of the white
stuff.
Record
from Page 1
I was mopping up sweat off the floor, and as I turned to go
off the court, he (Jordan) hit me in the back with a towel
and said ‘Good job, Jenna.’
Jenna Moroney,
Eastern graduate student
“
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Alcohol may return to
Southern’s fraternities
CARBONDALE (AP) — Nearly a year after
rebelling against the alcohol ban at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, fraternity and sorority
members may be nearing victory. 
The school’s chancellor says a student proposal to
reinstate limited drinking at frat parties appears to be
a step in the right direction.
While declining to explicitly endorse the plan,
Chancellor John Jackson found little to complain
about in a meeting with Greek leaders.
“It’s important that we have a plan that students
buy into,” Jackson said.
The proposal to restore drinking at SIUC fraterni-
ties after one dry year comes as many national
Greek-letter organizations are moving to substance-
free housing policies and concerns about binge
drinking and alcohol-related health problems are on
the rise.
The plan adopted by the school’s Inter-Greek
Council would replace “Values in Action,” a five-
university pilot project sponsored by the National
Interfraternity Conference that banned alcohol
and emphasized scholarship and community ser-
vice.
Instead, students are proposing that fraternity
members of drinking age be allowed to have alcohol
in their rooms. 
Beer and wine coolers also would be allowed at
closely monitored parties.
The proposal would limit guests to no more than
six beers or four wine coolers.
It also requires them to check their car keys at the
door and calls on host fraternities to have sober dri-
vers and party monitors, including some trained in
CPR, on hand at all times. Sorority rules have
always prevented alcohol use at their chapter hous-
es.
Matt Arnold, president of the Interfraternity
Council at SIUC, said fraternity members have been
drinking all along. 
The “Greek Millennium Initiative” is the students’
effort to bring alcohol use out of the shadows and
make sure members are properly educated about sub-
stance abuse, he said.
“You can try to hide it,” Arnold said. 
“What we’re trying to say is ‘Hey, it is part of our
Greek system and we want to make sure all of our
members are educated as far as substance abuse is
concerned.”’
Jackson said he wants to avoid anything that would
lead to an increase in alcohol abuse problems. He said
enacting a program that has the support of students
may be one way to do that.
Arnold said he is not concerned that the proposal
will refocus attention on fraternities as drinking
clubs.
“It’s a part of our lives. It’s a part of this program,
but it’s not the focus,” he said.
But news that SIUC may drop out of the NIC pro-
gram troubled Ron Doleac, acting chairman of the
group’s Values in Action steering committee.
“The idea of taking alcohol out of the houses was
to allow for a much stronger focus on the other
aspects of the program,” he said. 
“When fraternities started, drinking was not part
of the program.”
Jackson said he will decide on the proposal and
take a recommendation to President Ted Sanders and
the Board of Trustees. 
He did not say when a decision might be reached,
but Arnold said student leaders are hoping the new
plan could be in place by next semester.
You can try to hide it.What we’re trying to
say is ‘Hey, it is part of our greek system and
we want to make sure all of our members
are educated as far as substance abuse is
concerned.’
Matt  Arnold,
president of the Interfraternity Council at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale
“
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U of M president
awaiting final
report on 
basketball fraud
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
University of Minnesota President
Mark Yudof said he has a good idea
about what he’ll do when he receives
the final report into academic fraud in
the men’s basketball program.
Yudof spent more than six hours
reading a draft of the investigative
report and said he would not make
public his decision until the final
report is released to the public next
Friday.
Yudof’s actions may depend on
the testimony of a new witness who
has come forward.
Yudof declined to name the wit-
ness, but said that it was not Alonzo
Newby, the former academic coun-
selor to the team who was fired.
Because the university has declined to
pay Newby the $132,000 he says he is
due, Newby has declined to testify.
“I find this very difficult,” Yudof
said after a Board of Regents meeting
Friday.  “Oftentimes, I feel (a decision
is) very clear, where good judgment
and ethics and values lead you. I find
this more ambiguous.”
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By Shane Patterson
Staff writer
If current trends continue, news-
papers have a doubtful future in the
Internet age, a speaker said
Thursday night in Buzzard
Auditorium.
Jay Small, new media editor of
the Indianapolis Star, outlined a
series of events that would trigger a
collapse of the newspaper industry
by the year 2025.
Small said inevitable advance-
ments in digital television and high-
speed Internet access could change
the way we use newspapers forever.
“Web TV will continue to pro-
vide people with faster, more up-to-
date news sources,” he said.
“Newspapers could conceivably
become nothing more than online
resource guides.”
The Internet also will eliminate
the need for printed classifieds, lead-
ing to a decrease in newspaper prof-
its, Small said.
“With the emergence of online
classifieds, newspapers will no
longer be profitable,” he said.
“Commerce on the Internet is
already much more efficient and
affordable.”
Small said the type of news people
demand will change and become
more  personalized. This could further
cripple the newspaper industry, which
currently cannot cater to the needs of
individuals as effectively as Web
resources like Netscape or Yahoo!.
Small also said other technologi-
cal innovations may render newspa-
pers obsolete. Electronic paper,
which consists of pulp-based paper
embedded with a durable electronic
matrix, will add to the growing con-
venience of the Internet.
“One sheet of electronic paper
can be instantly converted from
‘War and Peace’ to an entire edition
of the New York Times,” he said.
“This will, in essence, make elec-
tronic resources just as portable and
durable as newspapers are today.”
While the complete disappear-
ance of printed news is a distinct
possibility for the next millennium,
Small said he still believes newspa-
pers can survive the Internet age
with a few adjustments.
“Newspaper companies must
learn e-commerce thoroughly, and
be prepared to consult with advertis-
ers on online merchandising strate-
gies,” he said. “They could then
compete more effectively with exist-
ing news sources on the Web.”
Small also said despite the grow-
ing popularity of personalized news
on the Internet, newspapers must con-
tinue to focus on local news.
“Newspapers must be local gate-
keepers,” he said. “This has been
and should always be the industry’s
greatest strength.”
By Geneva White
Campus editor
As more newspapers continue to put
stories online, getting news faster is
becoming a major priority, said James
Derk, new media editor of the Evansville
(Ind.) Courier & Press. 
Derk gave a presentation on how news-
papers can partner with the Internet and
utilize its benefits to faculty and students
Friday during a Mid-America Press
Institute symposium in Buzzard Hall.
Derk, who first trudged through cyber
space in 1983 with a Commadore 64, said
the owner of the Courier & Press, Scripps
Howard Newspapers, has predicted that in
the next 15 to 20 years, community news-
papers will disappear. 
Reporters and photographers at Derk’s
newspaper are encouraged to take tape
recorders and cameras with them when
they go to cover stories so motion pictures
and audio sound can be posted on
Courierpress.com, he said.
But this idea is not very popular among
some of the reporters and photographers,
who believe it takes away from real jour-
nalism.
“We, in the new media department, are
now scooping the newsroom on their own
stories,” Derk said. “The people who have
been there a long time don’t understand
why we’re giving away content for noth-
ing.”
It is the young people who are coming
into the newsroom after working with the
Internet throughout college and are willing
to accept the changes that are taking place
in the business.
Putting news online does not take much
attention away from newspapers, Derk
said. He said only a few paragraphs are
written by reporters for the online version
so the stories can be posted immediately.
The idea is to be the first one with stories
and put them up fast.
Currently, Courierpress.com is able to
carry a number of Web sites, including a
culinary page, a movie page and even a
coupon page. The coupon page is not very
popular among circulation managers of
newspapers, who depend on coupons to
help keep circulation high, he said.
“My circulation guy turned red when
he saw this,” Derk said. “It’s bad news.”
Another popular Web site on
Courierpress.com is E the People. Created
by a 20-year-old student on the West Coast,
it allows people to e-mail their views to
their local, state and federal Legislature
and start online petitions. Many people
also are interested in the live Web sites that
have action such as live police scanners. 
Some things people are interested in but
the newspaper does not have room to print
can be put on the Internet, Derk said. This
includes wedding announcements and
longer obituaries.
A few negative aspects do exist for
newspapers with the emergence of the
World Wide Web. The Associated Press
sells stories to search engines such as
Yahoo! and Snap.com. Derk refers to this
as a “holy war.”
“I don’t want Yahoo! to be able to get
money to beat me (with current news),” he
said.
By Amy Thon
Assoc. news editor
For newspapers to be successful with
online journalism, editors will have to be
open-minded and trusting of their readers,
said Jay Small, new media editor for the
Indianapolis Star.
“If you want to start to map out strategy,
you have to be more open-minded,” Small
said Friday at the Mid-America Press
Institute’s online journalism symposium.
Small’s speech was titled, “’Online strate-
gy’ is not an oxymoron,” and he spoke at the
afternoon session for editors of local newspa-
pers and Eastern students and faculty.
The newspaper business, although it faces
challenges to compete in the future, has sev-
eral strengths, including its reputation in the
community, Small said. Newspaper are well-
known, mature with refined operations and
have well-established relationships with local
businesses for advertising sales. Another
strength is cash flow because newspapers are
experiencing a time of increased revenue,
Small said.
However, weaknesses include declining
readership, few or no research and develop-
ment methods and no long-term planning, he
said. Another weakness is the perception that
newspapers are stodgy old media.
“I haven’t seen an established profit model
for pure online journalism,” Small said.
He said many people question where the
journalism is in Internet newspaper sites that
are cluttered with a variety of other news and
information.
“The journalism is there; absolutely it’s
there,” Small said.
Because the sites are difficult to support
with advertising, newspapers may have to
support their sites with e-commerce, which
has traditionally been a successful way to
make money on the Internet.
Newspapers face threats including the
decline of classified advertising. Small said
online database programs are more efficient
for classified advertising on the Internet.
Another threat is the accessibility of the
Internet, making it a populist press that any-
one can use and publish on.
Newspapers are best equipped to produce
locally focused content, he said.
“(Newspapers are) typically the largest
news organization in a given community,”
Small said.
Newspapers also have depth of content in
their archives going back for many years, and
they provide strong opinion and commentary,
Small said.
Distribution will be an important factor
with online journalism. Small said newspa-
pers will have to deliver news through e-mail.
Through e-mail, the number of people who
read the e-mail and how far they went into the
site can be tracked more precisely.
Speaker: Newspapers are
threatened by the Internet
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Jay Small, news media editor of the Indianapolis Star, talks about the Internet
Friday in a symposium titled “’Online strategy’ is not an oxymoron.” Small par-
ticipated in the symposium, which was a Mid-America Press Institute sympo-
sium, along with James Derk, new media editor at the Evansville (Ind.) Courier
& Press.
People want their news
faster, media editor says  
Journalists need to be more open-
minded to compete with the Web
Strategy, good relationships also important
Newspapers are typically the
largest news organization in a
given community.
Jay Small,
new media editor  for the Indianapolis Star   
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Writing portfolios are
better for the students
I want to commend Geneva White
Geneva White on her support for
writing across the curriculum at
Eastern. According to current
research, however, the Writing
Competency Exam is not the best
choice for assessing students’ writing
competency.
First of all I want to assure you
Don Smith, a previous member of the
Writing Across the Curriculum
Committee, was not removed from
the committee because of his views
concerning the Electronic Writing
Portfolio. His term on the committee
had been completed, so his dean rec-
ommended a replacement.
Portfolios, according to Pat
Belanoff, Peter Elbow and William
Condon, are a creative response to
the need for accountability. They also
serve as a resolution to the mismatch
between, on the one hand, what writ-
ers do in class and on the other, the
way students were asked to demon-
strate they could write — the Writing
Competency Exam (WCE).
A fundamental principle of writing
across the curriculum is that writing
should be a priority in our classrooms
and students should engage in writing
that connects to their learning environ-
ment. The WCE does not encourage
either of these activities. The WCE
encourages students to see writing as
an activity separate from their learning,
since the WCE is tied to no academic
event in their curricular experience.
Adopting this portfolio system
will provide the student writer with
more frequent, more closely assessed
and reviewed writing opportunities
during that student’s academic career.
The current emphasis in composition
research discussions is on writing as
a “social” act, an activity that derives
its value and its strength from discus-
sion, collaboration and revision. This
writing most fully approximates the
writing done by successful, profes-
sional writers. The writing portfolio
will be an outward measure of the
university’s commitment to excel-
lence in student performance and
learning.
Robin L. Murray
director of Writing Across the Curriculum
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For more than a year, the Graduate School hasbeen trying to raise the stipend amount forgraduate assistants.
Eastern gives about 280 graduate students assist-
antships in departments pertaining to their major.
Graduate students aid professors in their teaching
and research and are paid between $530 and $700
per month.
If Eastern wants to stay competitive with other
schools for graduate students, more money needs to
be allocated to fund the assistantships. 
It is difficult for the Graduate School to recruit
students with the small number of assistantships
available. Many graduate students may be lost to
other schools because
not enough assistantships
are available.
Several departments
are also not able to do
additional research
because there are not enough assistantships. The
departments could be more productive with their
research if more graduate students were available to
help out the professors.
Bob Augustine, dean of the Graduate School, said
Eastern would be able to increase graduate students
if the monthly stipend amount offered to them could
be raised.
Some departments have even turned to outside
sources to fund additional graduate assistantship
stipends. With the additional funds, the departments
were also able to raise the amount given to graduate
assistants.
The aid graduate students provide to professors is
valuable to both students and the university.
The departments also need the help of graduate
assistants in research. This research will benefit the
students and make their graduate degree more valu-
able. Departments should not be forced to look to
outside sources for funding for this program.
If Eastern wants to stay competitive now and in
the future with a productive Graduate School,
resources need to be evaluated to find a way to raise
the stipend and to add graduate assistants to depart-
ments that are lacking.
Giving more
for education
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
The true teacher defends his pupils against his
own personal influence. He inspires self-trust. He
guides his eyes from himself to the spirit that
quickens his. He will have no disciple.
Amos Bronson Alcott,
American transcendentalist, teacher and writer, 1799-1888
Assistantships
Eastern administrators should
do more to try and secure fund-
ing for graduate assistantships
to try and improve the graduate
program.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
The separation ofchurch and state hasbeen upheld by courtsand law enforcement
officers my entire life, up until
June when the U.S. House of
Representatives gave approval
to a measure that allows the
Ten Commandments to be post-
ed in schools and other public
places, even though a Supreme
Court decision outlaws the act.
Not without controversy,
though.
Right here in Illinois, Harrisburg to be exact, a contro-
versy has been sparked by the possibility of allowing the
Ten Commandments to be posted in Harrisburg public
schools.
The religious document already has been posted in the
schools, but only in each of the four schools’ principal’s
office along with other historical documents, including the
Bill of Rights and Magna Carta, according to a Nov. 12
article by The Associated Press.
My only question is why? Why do the residents of
Harrisburg feel it is necessary to post the Ten
Commandments in public schools? Don’t those people in
support of it realize posting the document in schools isn’t
going to stop anybody from doing anything outlawed by
the document?
People have minds of their own, and each person’s
works in mysterious ways. Posting the Ten
Commandments isn’t going to make school children real-
ize they should love thy neighbor or that thou shalt not kill
or steal. Many children are taught these “rules” by their
parents and those that haven’t been taught those funda-
mentals aren’t going to be saved by seeing the rules in
school.
Besides the fact that posting the Ten Commandments is
not going to stop evil in the world, it also violates some
people’s freedom of religion.
People have the right to
choose for themselves whether
they believe in God. Posting the
Ten Commandments or other
religious documents doesn’t
take away this choice, but it
forces people to be surrounded
by other people’s beliefs.
Sure people can avert their
eyes to avoid seeing religious
information they do not believe
in, but should they have to. It
would be a lot more fair to not have to documents posted
in the first place.
People who believe in God and the Ten
Commandments do not need to see it in public to be
reminded of their beliefs, and if they do, they are not very
strong beliefs. And if those who believe it do not need to
see it, then those who do not believe in the information
certainly do not need to see it.
Having the Ten Commandments posted in schools for
children to see most likely is not going to change any-
body’s religious beliefs.
Posting the Ten Commandments in schools and other
public places isn’t doing anyone good. Those who believe
in the information aren’t gaining anything from seeing it;
they already know what the Commandments say. And
those who don’t believe in it are probably going to be
annoyed by seeing it.
People with strong religious convictions shouldn’t take
it upon themselves to try and change the world by forcing
their beliefs down people’s throats. It’s just like those peo-
ple who hand out the Bible on street corners — they don’t
change anyone’s beliefs.
Keep church and state separated
“Posting the Ten
Commandments
isn’t going to make
school children
realize they should
love thy neighbor
or that shalt not
kill or steal.”
Meghan McMahon
Editorial page editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Meghan McMahon is a senior journalism major and a biweek-
ly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cumkm7@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Jesse Jackson
leads protest
march in Decatur
DECATUR (AP)— A
standoff over the expulsion of
seven black students for fight-
ing continued Sunday as the
Rev. Jesse Jackson led a
chanting group of some 2,000
people through the streets of
this blue-collar town.
“Let it be clear,” Jackson
told the crowd before the
afternoon march. “We’ll be
back again and again until our
children are back in school.”
“Too many children are
being left behind — suspend-
ed, expelled, jailed,” he con-
tinued, saying that the chil-
dren in Decatur “deserve indi-
vidual due process and not
group justice or mob injus-
tice.”
The marchers, many of
whom came by the busload
from out of the area, chanted,
“Save the dream, save the
children, reclaim the chil-
dren,” and “Leave no child
behind, keep hope alive.”
With that the throng began
its slow march from the
Decatur Civic Center to
McArthur High School,
singing “We Shall Overcome.”
Jackson invited onlookers
to join in the march, his latest
effort to draw attention to the
expulsions, which he consid-
ers unfairly harsh.
School killer was
plagued by voices
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) —
The teachers, family and
friends who testified about the
Kip Kinkel they knew
described a kid like a lot of
others — funny, a little wild,
struggled with reading, got
mad when he was teased.
What made him different
—  the Kip Kinkel that no one
knew —  were the voices
screaming in his head.
Those voices, Kinkel told
experts, drove him to shoot his
father in the back of the head.
They made him kill his moth-
er after he told her he loved
her. And they pushed him to
load a rifle and two pistols,
head for Thurston High
School in Springfield, and
open fire on the crowded cafe-
teria.
“He carefully hid it so that
he would not be stigmatized.
The sad part of it is, we are
fairly good at treating mental
illness. But it has to be detect-
ed,” said Charles Patrick
Ewing, a professor of law and
psychology at State University
of New York at Buffalo.
After pleading guilty,
Kinkel, who was 15 at the
time of the May 1998 shoot-
ing spree, was sentenced
Wednesday to nearly 112
years in prison for killing his
parents, two students and
wounding 25 others.
Custody denied to
biological mother
of switched child
BUENA VISTA, Va. (AP)
— A judge rejected a
woman’s bid Friday for cus-
tody of her biological daugh-
ter, who was switched at birth
with another child. But the
judge did grant the woman the
right to regularly visit the 4-
year-old girl.
The ruling came after a
day and a half of testimony on
Paula Johnson’s quest to gain
custody of Rebecca Chittum.
Attorneys for the two couples
raising the girl had questioned
Ms. Johnson’s character and
her ability to provide a stable
home environment.
“This is all I ever wanted,
just to be a part of her life,”
said Ms. Johnson, who tearful-
ly hugged members of the
families raising Rebecca after
the decision was read.
Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Judge John Curry II
said he made his ruling —
even before Rebecca’s
guardians presented their case
- because Ms. Johnson failed
to prove that changing cus-
tody was in Rebecca’s best
interest.
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Editor’s note: This story, which
was intended to run Friday, is
running in today’s edition
because the wrong story inad-
vertently ran Friday.
By Kristin Bakota
Staff writer
Four Residence Hall
Association members Thursday
were nominated to serve on the
National Residence Hall
Honorary committee.
The four students nominated
by RHA members included
Ryan Baxter, a sophomore math
major; Shannon Mulhern, a
sophomore elementary educa-
tion major; Amanda Kaufman, a
senior special education major;
and Andrea Farmer, a sopho-
more Spanish major.
Among the duties NRHH
members perform are running
the residence hall’s recycling
programs, doing programming
for leadership training and vari-
ous social activities.  
All the nominees said they
believed they possessed the
leadership skills to become
members of NRHH.  
NRHH members also hosted
a  leadership workshop
Saturday in the Coleman Hall
auditorium. 
The individual residence
halls will donate money to the
Andrews Hall salsa program.
The profit Andrews Hall makes
through this dance program will
go toward flood victims of
Mexico.
In February, there will be an
Illinois Residence Hall
Association conference and
RHA is encouraging as many
members as possible to attend.
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities editor
To celebrate National Geography Awareness
Week, the department of geology/geography will
sponsor three speakers beginning Tuesday.
The first speaker will be at 7 p.m. on Tuesday in
Room 121 of Phipps Lecture Hall, in the Physical
Science Building.
Mike Rudibaugh, geography instructor at Lake
Land College in Mattoon, will present “Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) Training and Support for
Undergraduates, “ said Belayet Khan, assistant pro-
fessor of geography.
John Oliver, professor of geography at Indiana
State University in Terre Haute, Indiana, will present
“Climate in Everyday Life” at 7 p.m. on Wednesday
in Phipps Lecture Hall, Khan said.
The last presentation will be given by Lawrence
Lewis, professor of geography at Western Illinois
University in Macomb. The lecture, titled, “Data—
The Fuel that Drives the GIS Engine,” will be at 7
p.m. on Thursday in Phipps Lecture Hall, Khan said.
All three lectures will have a reception preceding
them at 6 p.m. in Room 326 of the Physical Science
Building. 
By Matt Neistein
City editor
City Council members Tuesday
will discuss allocating $750 to the
Eastern Symphony Orchestra
Series.
The meeting will be held at 7:30
p.m. at City Hall.
Mayor Dan Cougill said such
allocations are fairly routine.
Council members  also will consid-
er giving $550 to the Tourism
Office to publish a calendar of
events for 2000.
In addition, council members
will consider a bid award for
replacing a stretch of sanitary pipe
near Meadowlake Drive.
The contractor must use a “pipe-
bursting” technique, Cougill said.
Since the pipe lies between back-
yards in a residential area and not
along a road, the pipe must be
destroyed and replaced with mini-
mal damage to residents’ property.
The technique is new and
Cougill said he doesn’t predict any
problems.
In other business, council mem-
bers will meet in an executive ses-
sion at 7:15 p.m. to discuss pending
legislation.
RHA members to serve on NRHH
Speakers help celebrate Geography Week
Council to discuss Symphony Orchestra allocation
Three professors to share information on climate, fuel
Like to write? Want to have fun?
Call The Daily Eastern News at
581-2812.  
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F o o d  &  S p i r i t s
One Cody’s printed hot sauce tee shirt
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
SHOUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
READY TO
THROW
YOU OUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO
DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
NRA awards ROTC
with more than $7,000
By Julie Bartlow
Staff writer
The National Rifle
Association Friday donated more
than $7,000 to Eastern’s Reserve
Officer Training Corps’ rifle
team.
Jim Warren, a representative
of the NRA, presented the check
to Eastern’s ROTC in Room 308
of Klehm Hall.
Maj. Allan Jans said this is the
third time the rifle team has
received a grant from the NRA.
“In the last 18 months, we have
gotten a check from the NRA,”
Jans said. “This year was by far
the largest amount we have
received.”
Jans said the NRA holds a
board meeting twice a year to
review the applications and pack-
ets from schools, then makes the
decision on who they should pick
for the grant and how much money
they should award.
“Every May and December we
fill out the paper work and appli-
cations to give to the NRA,” he
said. “We apply for how much
money we need, but we may not
get all we ask for, but every bit
helps from the NRA.”
Jans said he is extremely
thankful for the grant because the
rifle team was in need of new
equipment to better the cadets
with their manipulation and
learning skills. Supplies include
high quality rifles, coats, eye pro-
tection, kneeling roles and pads,
targets and spotting scopes.
Cadet Sara Shipley, a junior and
No. 2 shooter on the rifle team,
said she has been a part of the rifle
team for three years. She said she
joined the team for the experience
and because she plans to be officer
in the army. Shipley also said the
rifle team has come a long way
with its equipment and supplies
since her freshman year.
There are eight firing cadets on
the rifle team, including two
juniors, one sophomore and five
freshmen. 
We apply for how much
money we need, but we may
not get all we ask for, but
every bit helps from the
NRA
Maj. Allan Jans
“
”
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Sara Shipley, a junior zoology major, hangs a gigantic check for more than $7,000 on a wall in an Reserve Officer Training
Corp office Friday morning in Klehm Hall. The check from the National Rifle Association was presented to the ROTC rifle
team.
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The
Illinois Supreme Court today
rejected white supremacist Matt
Hale’s attempt to get a law license.
The court refused to review the
decision of the Committee on
Character and Fitness denying Hale
a license. The committee had found
that Hale’s racist views would pre-
vent him from fulfilling a lawyer’s
duty not to discriminate against liti-
gants, jurors, witnesses or others for
reasons of race, religion or national
origin.
The court did not explain its rea-
soning. It simply issued a one-para-
graph ruling that leaves the com-
mittee’s denial in place.
Hale, leader of the East Peoria-
based World Church of the Creator,
was originally turned down for a
law license last summer. Shortly
afterward, a former member of the
church went on a shooting spree
that targeted minorities, killing two
people and injuring several others
before committing suicide.
Hale asked the Supreme Court
to review the committee’s decision
to deny him a license, but the com-
mittee argued Hale’s response to
the shooting spree demonstrated he
should not be a lawyer.
“The record evidence over-
whelmingly demonstrates that Hale
is not fit to practice law. The evi-
dence also demonstrates that Hale
lacks the moral character necessary
to satisfy even minimal bar admis-
sion standards,” the fitness commit-
tee said in court papers.
The committee argued that Hale
publicly advocated violence and
made contradictory statements
about his relationship with spree
killer Benjamin Smith, who once
was a character witness supporting
Hale’s bid for a law license.
Hale graduated from Southern
Illinois University law school and
passed the bar exam.
Hale vows to take case to U.S. Supreme Court after Illinois rejects bid
... Hale is not fit to practice
law.
fitness committee  of the Supreme
Court
“
”
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If you’re reading this...
so are they.
advertise.
Volunteers needed in
Central America, India, and Africa!
Work with health education, child aid, and literacy
campaigns. Call for an information meeting in your area.
There is a program fee. IICD (616) 782 0450.
Lunch 11am-2pm
Chicken Salad Sandwich w/chips $3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Smothered Chicken, choice of 2 sides 
& side salad $6.50
345-STIX
Never a Cover•
Dance Floor w/DJ 
Monday Night Football
20 oz drafts $1.50
All you can eat buffet
$4.95
VINCENNES, Ind. (AP)— The
trial date of a man charged with
raping and killing a Vincennes
University student was postponed
for more than two months on
Friday.
Brian E. Jones, 23, of Vincennes,
who originally was to go on trial in
Knox Circuit Court beginning
Nov. 29, now will be tried starting
Jan. 31, Knox County Prosecutor
John Sievers said.
Knox Superior Judge W.
Timothy Crowley on Friday
ordered the new trial date against
the wishes of Jones’ new public
defenders. He had requested the
dismissal of his previous defense
team
The postponement was neces-
sary because more time was need-
ed to assemble a pool of potential
jurors from outside the county,
Sievers said.
Jones had requested a change of
venue because of publicity sur-
rounding the case. Instead of mov-
ing the trial, however, Crowley
earlier opted to bring in outside
jurors.
Brook Elizabeth Baker, 19, was
found dead at her off-campus
home on Sept. 7, 1997. She had
been raped and repeatedly stabbed.
Jones, a former student at the two-
year school, was arrested on July
13 and charged with murder and
rape.
He was taken into custody after
being questioned about the July 4
disappearance of another
Vincennes University student,
Erika Elaine Norman. He was the
last person seen alive with the 21-
year-old woman, whose nude,
decomposing body was discovered
in a southeastern Illinois cornfield
on July 20.
A coroner’s inquest concluded
that Norman’s death was a homi-
cide, though an autopsy did not
determine the exact cause.
Sievers said he hopes to file
charges in Norman’s case before
the end of November.
Trial date changed for Vincennes man charged with rape, murder
Experts: Computers
changing the way
people communicate
PEORIA (AP) — How would
your life be without the telephone?
Without e-mail?
E-mail, the convenience of
instantly sending a thought to any-
one anywhere virtually for free, is
now a function many people say
they can’t live without — just like
the telephone and, for some, their
cellular phones and pagers.
Technology moves so fast, it
may seem like a race to catch up. At
the same time, experts question
whether the advances are necessar-
ily good.
People are finding and building
relationships in chatrooms, news
groups and online communities. As
with any tool, the Internet can be
used to bring out the best and the
worst in people.
“We either live in a virtual com-
munity or a physical community,”
said Leo Salimini, chairman of
Bradley University’s sociology
department and director of
Interlabs. “But we need a commu-
nity.”
“The real danger is when the
virtual community becomes the
real world,” he added.
It is in our primordial nature as
humans to need real, emotional,
physical contact to be fulfilled, said
Barbara Nostrand, assistant profes-
sor of computer science at Bradley.
The relationships people build
with others in chatrooms and on
listserves are social behaviors. The
time we spend online substitutes
for offline relationship-building,
said Robert Kraut, professor of
social and decision sciences at
Carnegie Mellon University.
Greater use of the Internet is
associated with declines in commu-
nication with family members in
the household, declines in the size
of a person’s social circle and
increases in depression and loneli-
ness, said Kraut, co-author of the
research paper, “Internet Paradox:
A social technology that reduces
social involvement and psychologi-
cal well-being.”
Online, you type fewer words
than you speak in conversation, and
as a result, those online chats are
less fulfilling. The time spent
online is taking away from the time
people would have spent doing
more beneficial social activities, he
surmised.
“Real life is higher quality,” he
said.
Spending too much time online
is as detrimental as abusing any-
thing else. Technology is just
another medium to blame.
“We’ve said that about every
medium — movies, radio, TV,”
said Steve Jones, professor and
head of communication at the
University of Illinois. “Why could-
n’t you get lost in the ‘Joy of
Cooking’ as you can in online
recipes?”
Society has long had its hermits,
couch potatoes and bookworms.
The Internet is not unique.
Employing too much of the
Internet’s opportunities can lead to
social isolation. Already some of
Nostrand’s students are spending 12
hours in chat worlds, and when they
come to class they speak in Internet
jargon. Face-to-face contact with
people has the advantage of
serendipitous experiences, Nostrand
said.
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Game point
Brian Lynch, a Lakeland Community College instructor, wins his second game of his third set of tennis Sunday
afternoon at Darling Courts. Lynch, who is originally from Dublin, Ireland, started playing tennis in Ireland when he
was10 years old. He came to America to “See what the states were like” and continues to play tennis just  for exer-
cise.
Judge rules against suspended basketball player  
CHICAGO (AP) — A federal
judge has ruled against a high
school basketball player who sued
after Gurnee school officials barred
him from athletics for drinking
alcohol.
In his lawsuit, Rickey Higgins,
17, of Waukegan contended offi-
cials of Warren Township High
School discriminated against him
because of his alcoholism when
they barred him from athletics. As
an alcoholic, he claimed protection
under the Americans With
Disabilities Act.
U.S. District Judge Paul
Plunkett ruled that school officials
could not have discriminated
against Higgins when they sus-
pended him from play his senior
year because they did not know he
was an alcoholic. Higgins was sus-
pended after two alcohol-related
incidents.
Plunkett said Higgins hurt his
case by stating his doctor did not
diagnose him as alcoholic until a
month after he was suspended. If
neither Higgins nor his family
knew he was suffering from alco-
holism when he was suspended, the
district could not have known,
Plunkett said.
Even if school officials had been
aware of Higgins’ alcoholism when
they suspended him, federal law
permits schools to punish disabled
students for using alcohol, Plunkett
said.    
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
WANTED!!  STUDENTS to fill
vacancies left by last years' grad-
uates!  NEW WAGE SCHEDULE!
Professional employment oppor-
tunities available after graduation.
If you are looking for experience
working with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
small residential setting, come to
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Ave., Charleston, IL 61920 and
complete an employment applica-
tion!!  E.O.E.
______________________12/13
An individual with a bachelor's
degree needed for professional
position working with DD adults
and children. Duties include case
management, must be organized
and have good leadership abili-
ties. PT and FT available. Great
benefits for FT, include
health/life/dental/401K. Send
resume to 1550 Douglas Suite
203. Atten: Human Resources,
Charleston EOE.
______________________12/13 
Turn $50 into $100 TODAY!  Fun
and Magical. Work at home. Earn
extra income. $500 -$5000
PT/FT. Free booklet (888)248-
6028.
______________________11/23
Circulation position available.
Early bird hours, starting at 3:30
am. Apply in person at 1802
Buzzard Hall, Student
Publications.
______________________12/13
WILDLIFE JOBS TO $21.60/HR.
Inc. benefits. Game wardens,
security, maintenance, park
rangers. No exp. needed. For
app. and exam info call 1-800-
813-3585, ext. 2435, 8 am- 9pm, 7
days fds inc
______________________11/19
POSTAL JOBS TO $18.35/HR.
Inc. benefits, No experience. And
Exam info, call 1-800-813-3585,
ext 2434. 8am- 9pm, 7 days fds,
inc.
______________________11/19
Own a Computer?  Put it to Work!
$25-$75/hr. PT/FT, 1-877-864-
7811, www.ProsperityOne.com
______________________11/19
Brian's Place help wanted part
time waitress and security posi-
tions to open. Apply in person.
2100 Broadway, Mattoon 234-
4151.
______________________11/15
Caring individuals needed to work
with adults with developmentally
disabilities in a group home set-
ting stressing community integrat-
ed living. Now hiring FT/PT
evenings, weekends, and morning
positions. Apply in person at Tull
House, 1911 18th St., Charleston;
345-3552.
______________________11/15
Looking for a job that is willing to
work around your classes.
Charleston Dairy Queen now tak-
ing applications for part time posi-
tions. Apply at 20 State St.
______________________11/15
Spend your holidays with children.
Mature and creative persons
sought for child care staff posi-
tions to work with special needs
children in their homes. Mattoon
and Charleston sites. FT tem/PT.
Start 6.80/hr. Internships avail-
able. Visit us at The Graywood
Foundation 1550 Douglas Drive
Suite 206 Chas.
______________________11/19
Do you like working with kids?  Do
you have a lot of ambition, the
Building Blocks has the perfect
job for you!  We currently are look-
ing for a preschool teacher and an
infant room teacher. We offer
excellent benefits. To inquire
please call 234-8889 and ask for
Jamie!
______________________11/20
University Board is looking for
committee members. Call Greg at
581-5117 for more information.
_______________________12/3
FREE BABY BOOM BOX AND
EARN $1200!  Fundraiser for stu-
dent groups and organizations.
Earn up to $4 per MasterCard
app. Call for info or visit our web-
site. Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800-
932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. 125
www.ocmconcepts.com
______________________11/15
Help Wanted. Prep cook, line
cook. No experience necessary.
What's Cookin', 409 7th street.
______________________11/19
Help Wanted. Dishwaher. What's
Cookin. 409 7th street.
Charleston.
______________________11/19
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
______________________12/13
Nice close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2000-2001 school
year. NO PETS!  $250 per month
/ per person 12 month lease call
345-3148.
______________________12/13
Now leasing for Fall 2000.
Houses and apartments 2 bdrm. -
7bdrms. Housing list available to
pick up 930 Lincoln Avenue. Call
345-5088.
______________________11/15
1 bdrm. apts. Very nice at 10th
and Harrison Private Parking, free
laundry on site. Upstairs fur-
nished. $350/month. Low utilities.
Downstairs larger apt.
$400/month. Lease, deposit
required. Call 345-5088.
______________________11/15
3 to 4 bedroom town house wash-
er/dryer, 21/2 baths 345-4494,
233-0656,345-4279
______________________11/15
BRITTANY RIDGE APTS. 4 bed-
rooms for 5 people, 21/2 baths,
w/d, dishwasher, range and
fridge. Unfurnished. 12 months
lease. $200/person. Call 348-
8886, leave message.
______________________11/29
Available Jan 1 - June 1, 2000. 4
Bed, 2 Bath Home. Quiet
Neighborhood. No pets.
$500.00/mo. 345-5037.
______________________11/19
Women Only- Rooms for Rent
Jan-May Lease or longer. One blk
from union. Fully Furnished
House. $275.00/mo for single,
$230.00/mo for dble., Utilities incl.
Pat Novak (630)789-3772
Female sublessor needed ASAP
for Spring 2000. Close to cam-
pus. Call 348-0649.
______________________11/18
Spring 2000 Male Sublessor,
Cheap and Close to Campus.
$220/month. Your own bedroom.
345-0732.
______________________11/17
Female Roommate needed for
Spring Semester with 2 others.
Own room. Brand new & close to
campus. Call Amber @ 348-
7537.
______________________11/17
A sublessor needed for 1 BR Apt.
for Spring and Summer. Call 348-
8901.
______________________11/16
Male sulessor needed ASAP!
Spring '00. Great location,
$200/mo. includes cable. Call
345-7535.
______________________11/16
Sublessors needed for 2 bedroom
furnished apartment for Spring
2000. Close to campus. Call 348-
3317.
______________________11/17
Sublessor needed ASAP. Two
Bedroom Apt. Uptown.
Unfurnished. $395/month. Call
Kevin or Latoya 348-1165.
______________________12/13
Female Sublessor needed spr.
semester, Lincolnwood Apts. Call
Jen 345-9703.
______________________11/19
Female SL needed Spring '00.
Own room. Access to Free
Laundry. Close to campus. Call
Terra 345-6298.
______________________11/18
Sublessor needed to share 2nd
St. apartment with two females for
Spring and/or Summer 2000.
Own bedroom. $250/month. Call
345-3573.
______________________11/19
Female Roommate needed for
Spring Semester w/ 3 others.
Own room. $210/month. Call
Angie 345-6906 or Tara 348-6412.
______________________11/19
Female roomate needed for
spring semester 200 At Atrium
Apts. Please call 345-9371.
_______________________12/9
Roommate needed for Spring
2000 to share 2 bedroom apt.
Close to campus. Please call
Maura @ 345-9316
_______________________11/9
Female roommate needed for
Spring "00. $320 per mo. all fur-
nished, all utilities included,
except phone bill. Call 345-8274
for more information.
______________________11/19
Female roomate for Spring 2000,
Park Place. Own room.
$230/month and utilities. 276-
2230 ASAP.
______________________11/19
Female Roommate needed for
Spring Semester. Nice house,
near campus. $250/month. Call
345-8284.
______________________11/19
Winter Special 1994 Yamaha FZR
600 16,000 miles $2,100.00 Firm,
234-7879 Contact Brian.
_______________________12/3
1981 Chrysler LeBaron, 95,000
miles, runs great and looks great.
$900 o.b.o. 348-6713.
______________________11/15
Give life. Help an infertile couple
through maternal surrogacy. Any
nationality acceptable. Excellent
compensation. 800-450-5343.
_______________________12/3
JAMAICAN TAN - 6 Wolff units, so
you can always get in!!
November-December Specials
107.9 the X. FREE drawings!
FREE session w/pkg. purchase!
FREE lotion sample to 1st time
J.T. tanner!  Group Rates. 348-
0018
________________________00
Are you an athlete?  Have sore
muscles, aches and pains?  The
solution is Dry Hydrotherapy
Massage!  Find relief!  First ses-
sion is FREE!  And you can afford
to do it 1 or 2 times/week. Only at
Jamaican Tan 348-0018.
_________________________00
Bankrupt, Bad Credit? Nowhere
to turn?  Weekend Help! Call us
toll free 1-888-672-5556.
______________________12/10
Bikes-Bikes-Bikes & more
Schwinn-Giant-Redline LRG
selection and low prices. Shop
and compare. Hrs T-F 9-5:30 Sat
9-Noon. Oakley and Son 2601
Marshall MT
______________________12/13
LOST CAMERA. Canon Z115.
Silver & Black. Very important.
Please call 345-2023.
______________________11/18
Keys found in Buzzard Hall
Bathroom with a plain white key-
chain. To claim come to Student
Publications Office, 1802 Buzzard
building.
______________________11/17
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Mass on November 14, 1999
at 11am and 9pm at Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Mass on November 15, 1999
at 12:05pm in Newman Chapel. 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY.  Board Meeting on November 15th
at 8:00 in the Newman Center.
KAPPA DELTA PI AND ACEI.  ABC Science on November 16th
at 7pm in the rathskeller.  Two exciting women show us how to
implement fun science activities in the classroom!
PHI ALPHA ETA.  Monthly Meeting on Tuesday, November 16th
at 6:00 in the Effingham Room.  All members attend.
DELTA SIGMA PI.  Weekly meeting  on Monday, Nov. 15th at
5:30pm in the Biological Science Bldg. Room 301.  Letters all day
and Professional Dress at Meeting.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT.
Weekly meeting on Nov. 15th at 7:30pm (Sharp!) in Coleman 121.
Tonight we will host an open ritual promoting positive energy.
Come to watch or join, participation is not required.
PHI EPSILON MU.  Meeting on November 16th at 9:30 in
Pemberton Main Lounge.
PHC CHAPTER I.M. CHAIRS.  Intramural round table on
November 15th at 9:15pm in the Union Walkway.  All sorority
chapter I.M. chairs need to attend or send a representative.
MORTAT BOARD.  Meeting on Mnday, Nov. 15, 1999 at 9:30 pm
in Effingham Room, MLK Jr. Union.  There will not be a meeting
Tuesday.
THE AGENCY.  Meetin on Monday Nov. 15 at 5 pm in Buzzard
2436.
LGBAU.  Meeting Monday Nov. 15 at 3rd floor of the Union,
Schaerer Room.  Action Meeting at 7pm.  Regular mmeting at
8pm.
BACCHUS. Meeting on Monday Nov. 15 at 7 pm in Greenup
Room of MLK  Jr Union.  Come on down to Bacchus!  It will be a
hog-tying good time!! AND find out who Kayla hives the fish to.
CampusClips
For rent
Sublessors
Roomates
For sale
Adoption
Announcements
Lost and found
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Run a Birthday Ad and surprise
your sweetie!  Only $12. Stop by
1802 Buzzard today!
______________________12/13
Keep that summer tan!  10 tans-
$25. Tropi Tan 618 W. Lincoln.
348-8263.
______________________12/13
ACT NOW! Call for the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardi Gras. Reps needed...
Travel free, earn $$$ DIS-
COUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-
820/www.leisuretours.com
______________________12/10
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica Bahamas,
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Book early and receive free meal
plan!  Now hiring campus reps! 1-
800-234-7007 www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
______________________12/13
GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages by elimi-
nating middlemen!  All
Destinations! Guaranteed Lowest
Price!  1-800-367-1252,
www.springbreakdirect.com
______________________12/13
SPRING BREAK 2000. Cancun,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica and
S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights.
Biggest Parties & Best packages.
Book by Dec 1. & SAVE up to
$200!  1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com
______________________12/13
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Movitated Students to pro-
mote Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel
FREE!!!  Top campus reps can
earn a FREE TRIP & OVER
$10,000!  Choose Cancun,
Jamaica or Nassau!  Book Trips
On-Line Log In and win FREE
Stuff. Sign up Now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com or 800/293-
1443
______________________11/15
Spring Break 2000!!  Panama
City, Daytona, Key West, South
Beach, South Padre. Prices from
$129/week. $25 Deposit reserves
Your Spot NOW!!  Group organiz-
ers travel FREE!!  Call 800-799-
8445 or
www.usaspringbreak.com.
______________________11/19
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
Personals
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
Travel
Travel
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
With aspirations of finishing
the cross country season on a pos-
itive note, the men and women
successfully accomplished that
goal, with the men finishing 10th
and the women in 19th in a field of
nearly 200 competitors at the
NCAA District V Championship.
Although the men reached their
season goal of finishing as a top
ten team, some of the men experi-
enced a down day for racing
Saturday in Champaign.
One of those people was
NCAA district-hopeful Jason
Bialka, who finished the 10,000-
meter course in 31:40 in 29th
place.
“Bialka didn’t have his best
race, but he went out well,” head
coach John McInerney said. 
“He just wasn’t up for his best
race and it was your basic disap-
pointment.”
Junior Damon Nicholas, on the
other hand, ran his best race of the
season, finishing as Eastern’s
number one runner and earning
All-District honors in 18th place
with a time of 31:29.
“They were solid, especially
over the longer 10,000-meters,”
McInerney said. “We talked about
getting out and in that upper level
flow, and we did that.”
Ryan Boyles, Bruce Lundborg,
and Jeff Jonitis rounded out the tip
five Eastern finishers in 55th, 63rd
and 93rd place, all within less than
a minute of each other.
“To have a freshman in the top
100 is great, and Jeff had a solid
race,” McInerney said. “He strug-
gles a lot, but a 10,000 is a lot dif-
ferent than what he competed at in
high school.”
The universities of Minnesota
and Missouri both qualified for
the NCAA meet as they finished
in the top two positions, but
Eastern’s 10 place finish of 236
points was still only 30 points
behind the seventh place team.
“We were right in the hunt and
it was a respectable showing, even
though it wasn’t on our best day,”
McInerney said. 
“But it’s frustrating that we
really could have been in there as
a top five team.”
Although the women weren’t
entering this weekend’s race as a
top contender, they still managed
to stick their necks out into the
fierce competition.
“When you’re getting in over
your head, our main goal was get-
ting back to team running against
the best competitors,” McInerney
said. 
“They did a good job, stayed
aggressive and ran well together.”
Junior Erika Coull-Parenty
went out strong, but didn’t run
nearly as well as she hoped, fin-
ishing as Eastern’s first runner in
69th place with a time of 18:45.
“If you have a bad day, it’s easy
to get sucked out,” McInerney
said.
Sticking together for a good
showing were Lindsay Speer,
Shelly Trocha, Beth Martin and
Lauren Rapacki, finishing within
sight of each other at 105th, 107th,
117th and 123rd place.
“They did a good job of finding
each other and packed well
together,” McInerney said. “Shelly
ran a good, tough race and ham-
mered through the course, and
Lauren had a nice race as well.”
Eastern finished with 502
points, just behind Ohio Valley
Conference champion Southeast
Missouri (17) and Bradley (18),
with Kansas State and Missouri
qualifying for the NCAA meet.
The women’s team has made
great strides since the end of last
year’s season, McInerney said,
and he feels the team was a lot
stronger mentally and physically,
and was able to support each other
better throughout the season.
“I’m pleased with the progress
they made this year, and with Lindsay
and Lisa as our only seniors,”
McInerney said. 
“Hopefully we’ll return nearly all
our girls and bring in some recruits to
step up to the next level.”
Runners achieve goal
Men take 10th,
women finish
19th at Districts
Volleyball team ends
season with sweep
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor
The Eastern volleyball team
wrapped up second place in the
Ohio Valley Conference with vic-
tories on the road against Middle
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech this
weekend.
With the two wins over the
weekend, the Panthers (20-9, 14-3)
finish the year second to only
Southeast Missouri State. 
Eastern defeated the Blue
Raiders (13-16, 7-10) Saturday in
three games 15-2, 15-9, 15-10 and
Tech (13-12, 11-7) Sunday 13-15,
15-8, 15-4, 15-8. 
The two wins came after the
Panthers suffered an embarrassing
loss to conference pack leader
Southeast Missouri on Tuesday.
“I felt good going into the
weekend and I knew we’d have a
good weekend,” interim head
coach Andrew Epperly said. “Last
Tuesday against SEMO was an
anomaly. We know we’re a much,
much better team than the team
that showed up last Tuesday.”
Saturday’s win was an easy one
for the Panthers, while Sunday’s
was much more emotional and car-
ried more importance, considering
Tech could possibly be Eastern’s
first opponent in the conference
tournament this weekend.
“It was Tennessee Tech’s senior
day, so they were really pumped up
to play us,” Epperly said. 
“We should have won 3-0, we
were up 10-5 in the first game and
then lost 15-13. After that, we just
dominated the rest of the match.”
Freshman outside hitter Karen
Liss led the Panthers in kills
Sunday with 17, while hitting .250
for the match. 
Liss also added 20 digs while
teammates Kim Blackwell added
21 and senior Meleah Cutler fin-
ished with 25. 
Liss also led the Panthers
Saturday, hitting .421 for the match
while Blackwell hit .313 and
Marcia Hahn hit .375. 
Liss also led Eastern in digs
with 15 while Blackwell racked up
a match-high 15 kills.
“Liss played really well,”
Epperly said. “Of our outside hit-
ters, she had the best hitting per-
centage this weekend and led with
kills. I think she’s playing with
more confidence each and every
time she steps on the court.”
Panthers finish
regular season
second in OVC
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the razorZ edge
605 monroe “on the square”
charleston 345-3142
a new you for the new year!
sea clay body wraps, belavi’ massage facials,
therapeutic massage
hottest new looks in holiday up dos
ask about out hair extensions
$10 off any spa service with student Id
college discounts open mon-sat, 1st
sunday of each month, late hours
Mond
ay
at
...
HURRI - KANER
Live DJ Light Show
Incredible Specials
1 Bottles (MGD, MGD Light)
2 Pitchers
and 1   Bottles and Cocktails
You’ve Partied with the Rest
Now Party with the Best
$
$
25
EIU’S
OWN
plus
By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor
The Panthers carried a 22-point lead into
the locker room at halftime of their exhibition
game against the Nunawading Spectres, but
that would be the closest
the Australian team
would get the rest of the
way as the Panthers rolled
to an 83-48 win.
Eastern dominated
throughout, allowing the Spectres to shoot
only 29 percent from the floor.
“We were just trying to get better as a
team,” junior forward Merve Joseph said fol-
lowing the game. “We made some progress.
We just have to keep working.”
While the focus may have been on the team
concept, Joseph made some strides toward
individual improvement.
Joseph finished the day with 18 points and
nine rebounds, coming up just short of record-
ing his second double-double in as many
games.
“He plays bigger than he is,” head coach
Rick Samuels said of the 6-foot-4-inch for-
ward. 
“We didn’t focus on getting him the ball,
but we focused on developing an inside game.
He made some nice shots.”
Senior center John Smith also contributed
to the development of an inside game by
adding eight points and eight rebounds and
becoming another threat in the motion offense. 
“Last year in the motion they just would not
guard our centers,” Samuels said. 
“Now they have to guard us because they
can hit shots.”
The win over the Spectres marked the
Panthers’ second and last exhibition game.
And while the level of competition may not be
as high as Eastern will see throughout the sea-
son, it gave the team another chance to devel-
op team chemistry and gain valuable experi-
ence.
“The game helped a lot with our confidence
and helped us get a feel for our team,” redshirt
freshman Henry Domercant said. “It also gave
our younger guys some experience. There are
a lot of younger guys – people who have to
step it up, myself included.”
Domercant came off the bench to score 15
points and dish out three assists.
While Eastern dominated its opponents
through most of the game, the coaches still
found a few things to work on before the open-
er on the road against Iowa this weekend.
“First of all, we can’t give up 21 offensive
rebounds,” Samuels said. 
“But we were knocking our own guys out
of the way for them. We had two guys going
after the ball. And as the game unfolded it was
tough to keep up the intensity so we have to
focus on keeping intensity for the whole
game.”
In addition to giving up 21 offensive
boards, Samuels noted Eastern’s 19 turnovers
as something that needs to be addressed before
the regular season begins.
The Panthers played Sunday’s game with-
out the services of junior guard Matt Britton,
who severely sprained his wrist.
“It was a decision of playing him today or
saving him from Iowa,” Samuels said. 
“It was an exhibition game so I decided
to hold him out.”
Panthers run away from Spectres
Eastern dominates
en route to second
exhibition victory
Panther swimmers see mixed results at home
Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Panther senior Michael Forrest runs away from a Spectre defender in Eastern’s 83-48 exhibition win
Sunday. The Panthers won both of their exhibition games this season.
By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor
The Panther swimming teams
saw both sides of the spectrum as
they hosted Western Illinois
Friday.
The women dominated Western,
winning 154-92. The men, on the
other hand, weren’t as successful,
falling 141-102.
“I thought we swam fairly well
especially coming off of last
weekend,” head coach Ray
Padovan said. “Across the board
we had some really good perfor-
mances. 
The women won handily, los-
ing only two events.
“Their women dominated two
events and we took care of the
rest,” Padovan said.  
“We won the first event, they
won the next two and we won the
rest. The meet started getting out
of their hands and into ours. It
was a little easier than I had
anticipated.”
The Panthers also won both
diving events, which Padovan
said was a key to the meet.
While Eastern may have seen
mixed results, Padovan was still
pleased with the performances by
both the men and women.
“It was good for us,” he said.
“I thought we emotionally got
into the meet although physically
we were a little more tired than
we were a week ago.”
Adriene Weller / Staff photographer
Panther swimmer Dave Hood competes in the 200-yard freestyle Friday in Eastern’s loss to Western Illinois. The women’s
team fared better, defeating Western 154-92.
EIU
Aus.
83
48
Men’s basketball
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
No events scheduled
Tuesday
No events scheduled
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L GB
New York 4 1 —
Boston 3 1 0.5
Miami 2 1 1.0
Orlando 2 2 1.5
Washington 1 2 2.0
Philadelphia 1 3 2.5
New Jersey 0 3 3.0
Central Division
Milwaukee 3 1 —
Cleveland 3 1 0.5
Charlotte 2 1 1.0
Indiana 2 1 1.0
Toronto 2 1 1.0
Atlanta 1 2 2.0
Chicago 0 3 3.0
Detroit 0 4 3.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L GB
San Antonio 3 0 —
Dallas 2 1 1.0
Minnesota 1 1 1.5
Utah 1 2 2.0
Vancouver 1 2 2.0
Denver 1 2 2.0
Houston 0 3 3.0
Pacific Division
Portland 4 0 —
Seattle 3 1 1.0
L.A. Lakers 2 1 1.5
Phoenix 1 1 2.0
Sacramento 1 1 2.0
L.A. Clippers 1 2 2.5
Golden State 0 3 3.5
Wednesday’s Games
Detroit 110, Boston 92
Seattle 109, Washington 95
Phoenix 104, New Jersey 89
Charlotte 117, Milwaukee 111
Orlando 110, Philadelphia 105
L.A. Lakers 89, Houston 88
*Atlanta at Vancouver
*San Antonio at L.A. Clippers
Today’s Games
Orlando at Indiana, 6 p.m.
Toronto at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Dallas at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Seattle at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
New York at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Miami 6 1 0
New England 6 2 0
Indianapolis 6 2 0
Buffalo 6 3 0
N.Y. Jets 2 6 0
Central
Jacksonville 7 1 0
Tennessee 6 1 0
Pittsburgh 4 3 0
Baltimore 3 5 0
Cincinnati 1 7 0
Cleveland 1 8 0
West
Seattle 4 2 0
Kansas City 5 3 0
San Diego 4 3 0
Oakland 4 4 0
Denver 2 6 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington 5 3 0
N.Y. Giants 5 3 0
Dallas 4 3 0
Arizona 2 5 0
Philadelphia 2 7 0
Central
Detroit 6 2 0
Minnesota 4 4 0
Green Bay 4 4 0
Chicago 4 5 0
Tampa Bay 3 4 0
West
St. Louis 6 2 0
San Francisco 3 4 0
Carolina 3 5 0
Atlanta 2 7 0
New Orleans       1      6     0
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
W      L      T
Philadelphia 8 5 2
New Jersey 7 4 2
N.Y. Rangers 4 8 3
N.Y. Islanders 3 7 2
Pittsburgh 2 6 3
Northeast Division 
W L T
Toronto 10 4 2
Ottawa 10 3 1
Boston 6 5 4
Buffalo 6 7 2
Montreal 3 10 1
Southeast Division 
W L T
Florida 7 4 2
Carolina 5 5 3
Washington 4 6 2
Tampa Bay 4 6 1
Atlanta 3 6 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division 
W L T
Detroit 8 2 2
St. Louis 8 5 0
Nashville 4 7 1
Chicago 3 6 4
Northwest Division 
W L T
Vancouver 8 3 2
Colorado 7 5 2
Edmonton 4 4 3
Calgary 4 9 2
Pacific Division 
W L T
San Jose 11 6 1
Los Angeles 9 4 3
Phoenix 8 4 3
Dallas 7 7 1
Anaheim 6 5 2
Wednesday’s Results
Buffalo 6, Boston 2
Ottawa 4, N.Y. Rangers 3
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 4
N.Y. Islanders 2, Carolina 0
Florida 4, Atlanta 1
*Detroit at Dallas
*San Jose at Calgary
*Edmonton at Phoenix
COLLEGE
Football
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee State 6-0 10-0
Murray State 5-2 6-4
Eastern Kentucky 4-2 7-3
Western Kentucky 4-3 6-4
TennesseeTech 4-3 5-4
Southeast Missouri 2-4 3-7
Eastern Illinois 1-5 1-10
Tennessee-Martin 0-7 1-10
Illinois State 24,
Eastern Illinois 17 
Illinois St             0 10  0 14  24
Eastern Ill           3  7    7  0  17  
Scoring Summary
Eastern Ill – FG Larner 47
Eastern Ill – Kreke 10 pass from
Buich (Larner kick)
Illinois St – Cason 9 run (Strader kick)
Illinois St – FG Strader 43
Eastern Ill – Buich 10 run 
(Larner kick)
Illinois St – Cason 2 run (Strader kick)
Illinois St – Watts 29 run
(Strader kick)
Team Statistics
ISU EIU
First downs                  19          18
Rushed-yards         51-230        26-60
Passing yards              130           244
Sacked-yards lost       2-14          3-19
Return yards                 37              40
Passes                  13-23-2     22-40-2
Punts                      3-46.0        4-37.0
Fumbles-lost                4-1             2-1
Penalties-yards           8-70          6-55
Time of possession    33:58       26:02
Individual Statistics
RUSHING:
Illinois St-Watts 19-120, Cason 11-51,
Burk 16-34,
James 3-12, Niete 1-12, Strader 1-1.
Eastern Ill-Buich 14-37,
Jr Taylor 2-13, Massat 1-6, Brown 7-5,
Mcdavid 2-minus 1.
PASSING: Illinois St-Burk 13-23-2-
130. Eastern Ill-Buich
22-40-2-244.
RECEIVING: Illinois St-Preusker 4-50,
Cason 3-37, Garrett 2-11,
Niete 2-10, Kostro 1-14, Watts 1-8.
Eastern Ill-Massat 7-65,
Kreke 5-71, Smith 4-56, Alsop 3-31,
Cutolo 2-15, Jr Taylor 1-6.
Attendance: 3,033
AP Top 25
Record
1. Florida St. 10-0
2.Virginia Tech 9-0
3. Florida 9-1
4. Nebraska 9-1
5.Wisconsin 9-2
6.Texas 9-2
7.Tennessee 7-2
8. Alabama 8-2
9. Kansas St. 9-1
10. Michigan 8-2
11. Marshall 10-0
12. Mississippi St. 8-1
13. Penn St. 9-2
14. Georgia Tech 7-2
15. Michigan St. 8-2
16. Mississippi 7-2
17. Minnesota 7-3
18. Southern Miss. 7-3
19. BYU 8-2
19. Purdue 6-4
21. Georgia 6-3
22. Arkansas 6-3
23. East Carolina 8-2
24.Texas A&M 7-3
25. Boston College 7-2
Others receiving votes:
Louisiana Tech 116, Oklahoma 96,
Miami 49, Stanford 49, Oregon 29,
Wyoming 23, Illinois 19, Oregon St.
18, Washington 5, Auburn 4, Hawaii 4,
W. Michigan 4, Kentucky 2, Louisville
2, Virginia 2, Boise St. 1, Clemson 1.
Volleyball
OVC Standings
OVC Overall
Southeast Missouri 14-1 23-5
Eastern Illinois 15-3 21-9
Austin Peay 11-4 19-9
Tennessee Tech 10-5 12-10
Murray State 11-6 17-9
Middle Tennessee 7-9 13-15
Eastern Kentucky 6-9 11-17
Morehead State 3-12 4-23
Tennessee-Martin 3-14 7-21
Tennessee State 0-16 0-29
CLUB SPORTS
Hockey
Eastern 10, Triton College 2
Franklin Park Ice Arena
1  2  3  
Eastern 5  2  3     10
Triton College 1  0  1       2
Eastern Scoring Summary
Period 1
Paul Smaskiewicz asst. P.J. Deluca
DeLuca asst. Smaskiewicz
Taulbee asst. Joel Patterson
DeLuca asst. Ron Zachara
Taulbee asst Ted Marcos
Period 2
Eric Schrumps asst. Derrick Stasica
Smaskiewicz asst. DeLuca
Period 3
Smaskiewicz unassisted
John Lubinski unassisted
Stasica unassisted
Goalies: Mike Shannon/Shaun
Newmes
Eastern (1-0)
Next game: Friday at Carthage
7th &
MONROE
“On 
the 
square”
Ma
cs’
Monday Specials
Blues & Football
Hot Wings
15¢ each
Burger Basket
$3.50
LaBatts Blue
Bottles...$1.25
Blue Tail Flys    
............$1.50 
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Bookstore
20%   off  all  hatsff ll t
Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 3:00pm to 7:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Open Sunday Nov. 28th
NOW
OPEN
SUNDAYS!
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!
The pass that went through Will
Bumphus’ hands was picked off by
a Redbird defender, but it was
called incomplete.
This game was frustrating in
many different ways. Being senior
day, there were several players that
were making their last appearance
at O’Brien Stadium. As a senior
myself, it was the last game that I
will see here.
Let me just say that it was a
pleasure to see the Panthers play
the way they did on Saturday
afternoon. Although the game did
not come out to be a victory, the
Eastern team showed heart on both
sides of the ball for the whole
game.
Coming into this game, I
expected the team to give up
around 50 points and just get
rolled. But the Panthers turned it
around, strapped it up and balled
their asses off for 60 minutes.
This horrible season is almost
over, and the team has one more
week to go out on a high note. 
Just let it be known that there
are some forces working against
the team, and they went out like a
proud team for their last home
game.
Schreiber
from Page 12
announce your CLUB sports results in the daily
eastern news scoreboard. call BILL at 581-7944.
Bears lose to Vikings in OT
CHICAGO (AP) – On the sec-
ond try, Gary Anderson got it right.
Anderson made up for his
botched kick in the final seconds of
regulation by hitting a 38-yarder
with 9:02 left in overtime Sunday,
giving the Minnesota Vikings a 27-
24 victory over the Chicago Bears.
The Bears blew their own
chance to win it when Chris
Boniol’s 41-yard attempt sailed just
wide with 13:14 left in OT, brush-
ing by the right upright. It was
Chicago’s 12th missed field goal
this season.
The end of the game was wild,
with each team scoring touchdowns
in the final 6:06 of regulation. 
Randy Moss then brought the
Vikings to the Chicago 2 with
receptions of 44 and 42 yards, giv-
ing Anderson what should have
been a game-winning 20-yard chip
shot with 16 seconds left, even if it
was into the wind.
But Anderson shanked the ball
as time expired, sending it so far
left it wasn’t anywhere close to the
posts.
The Vikings (6-4) got the ball
first in overtime, but Walt Harris,
burned on Moss’ 42-yard catch a
few minutes earlier, made up for his
blunder. 
He picked off Jeff George’s
pass, stepping in front of Moss and
grabbing the ball at the Vikings 29.
The Bears couldn’t take advan-
tage, gaining only six yards on
three running plays before Boniol’s
miss.
The Vikings got a huge gift from
the Bears (4-6) on the next series.
On third-and-10 from the Chicago
47, George looked for Cris Carter,
who had three touchdown recep-
tions in regulation.
Carter didn’t make the catch, but
Bears cornerback Terry Cousin was
called for pass interference, his sec-
ond critical mistake of the game.
Instead of an incomplete pass and a
punt, the Vikings got first-and-10
from the Bears 25.
Cousin was penalized on almost
the exact same call in the fourth
quarter to keep a Minnesota scoring
drive alive.
After two short runs by Robert
Smith and an incomplete pass,
Anderson lined up for the 38-
yarder. He didn’t get a lot of power
behind the ball, and it looked like it
might fall short.
But it had just enough carry to
get over the goal post, and the
Minnesota players started celebrat-
ing.
Lewis tops Holyfield
by decision again
LAS VEGAS (AP) –
Lennox Lewis says it doesn’t
get any better than being the
undisputed heavyweight cham-
pion of the world.
He earned that distinction
Saturday night by beating
Evander Holyfield on a unani-
mous decision, but he left the
ring with only the WBC and
WBA championship belts. 
The IBF withheld its belt
because of a sanctioning fee
dispute.
Whatever the outcome,
Holyfield put things in per-
spective.
“It’s not so much what I
think, it’s what reality is,” he
said. “And what reality is, he’s
the heavyweight champion of
the world.”
Rams back to old
form, beat Panthers
ST. LOUIS (AP) – Back at
home, the St. Louis Rams were
back in playoff form.
Kurt Warner threw two
touchdown passes, increasing
his NFL-leading total to 26,
and the Rams got defensive
touchdowns from Todd Lyght
and Mike Jones in a 35-10 vic-
tory over the Carolina Panthers
on Sunday. 
The Rams (7-2) recovered
convincingly from successive
losses at Tennessee and at
Detroit after a 6-0 start.
“Our defense basically won
the game for us,” said tight end
Roland Williams, who caught a
touchdown pass. “They were
making a lot of plays and they
just shined.”
Until Marshall Faulk tacked
on a gratuitous 18-yard run
with 1:11 to play, the offense
and defense each had produced
two touchdowns. The Rams
got their first two-TD game
from the defense since 1995.
“For a while, we were a lit-
tle worried about it,” Warner
joked. “When our defense goes
out and gets us 14 points, we
can’t complain too much.”
Dayne eclipses
rushing record
MADISON, Wis. (AP) –
There was a time when Ron
Dayne would have dreaded
this.
The shy freshman from
New Jersey who broke into
college football in 1996 would
have been intimidated by the
scope of the task awaiting him
at Camp Randall Stadium on
Saturday.
He was 99 yards from
breaking the major-college
rushing record in his final
home game at Wisconsin, with
the Big Ten title on the line
and the Heisman Trophy possi-
bly waiting.
“I had to learn how to deal
with all of this,” Dayne said
before rushing for 216 yards
and surpassing Ricky
Williams’ career record with
another scintillating perfor-
mance. “When I first got here,
I didn’t know what it would be
like.”
So he handled the requests
for interviews and autographs
with aplomb. He spent his
spare time with his daughter,
Jada, and his girlfriend,
Wisconsin student Alia Lester. 
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As frustrating as it gets
Saturday’s loss to the seventh-ranked
Redbirds marked the tenth of the season for the
Panthers, tying the all-time Eastern record for
losses in a season. The 1977 club finished with
a 1-10 record. But unlike the 1977 team, six of
the Panthers’ 10 losses have been decided by
10 points or less.
“This season has been the most frustrating
thing in my life,” junior tight end Nathan Kreke
said following Saturday’s loss. “You go out
there and do what college football players have
to do to prepare for a game – work your butts
off. But you come up short every time.
“It’s the worst thing I’ve ever experienced,”
he said. “I can’t even put it into words.”
“It tears your heart out,” senior linebacker
Steve Marcinkowski said. “You do absolutely
everything you can to win and in the end it’s
not enough. It just tears your heart out.”
Quarterback or Fullback?
Quarterback Anthony Buich looked more
like a fullback in Saturday’s game lowering his
shoulders and pounding for extra yardage on
several runs. The senior quarterback even
plowed over defenders on a couple of occa-
sions. 
“He’s a tough kid, one of the toughest quar-
terbacks I’ve ever been around, if not the
toughest,” Kreke said. “He’ll never hear any
Sally quarterback jokes.”
Buich was the Panthers leading rusher on
Saturday, carrying the ball 14 times for 70
yards, including a 10-yard touchdown run to
put Eastern up 10-0.
“It’s good to see a quarterback do that,”
Marcinkowski said. “If he’s tough enough to
take those kinds of hits, then you know you can
follow him.”
More on Buich
Buich had several outstanding individual
efforts to pick up first down yardage, both on
the ground and through the air. He accounted
for both touchdowns, running for one and mak-
ing an impressive pass to Kreke in the corner
of the endzone, after avoiding several defend-
ers, for the other.
“He comes up with some amazing stuff,”
Kreke said. “That’s the hardest position to play
in football and he’s getting away from 11 guys
on defense. He does a great job at what he
does.”
Buich was 22-for-40 passing for 244 yards
on the afternoon and was sacked just twice,
mainly because of his ability to scramble away
from defenders all afternoon.
“He certainly played well,” Spoo said of
Buich.
“He took a lot of hits and played tough
football. You can’t ask for more than that.”
Buich lowered his helmet into defenders all
day long, which is uncharacteristic of most
quarterbacks who would rather slide or run out
of bounds to avoid a hit.
“He has to drive the coaches crazy,” Kreke
said of hits Buich takes. “Coach Spoo must go
crazy on the sidelines, when he does that, but
that’s what football is all about.”
Pointing the finger
When a team begins to show signs of a los-
ing season, let alone a 1-10 record, sooner or
later the finger is going to get pointed at the
coaching staff. And head coach Bob Spoo is
ready to take the heat.
“Let them point at the coaches,” Spoo
exclaimed following Saturday’s loss. “I can’t
stop them from pointing.
“When you get in this business, you’ve got
to win and we haven’t been doing that,” he
said. “So that’s exactly right, let them point at
the coaches.”
You see, I have this theory aboutthe Eastern football team thisseason. I honestly think there issome curse keeping the team
from winning.
Saturday’s game was the best I saw the
team play as a whole all season, and they
still lost. 
Illinois State came to town with this
high-powered, balanced offensive attack
that was sure to punk the Panther defense,
but it never really happened.
The defense made plays, and did not
allow big plays, early and often. On the
fourth play from scrimmage, junior John
Williams picked off a pass. This intercep-
tion thwarted a drive in which the Redbirds
were moving the ball on the ground at will.
The Panther defense forced two more
turnovers, and it seemed like everything
was falling into place for a huge upset.
Eastern was poised to go into halftime
with a 10-7 lead, but a personal foul set up
ISU with good field position and they
kicked a 43-yard field goal and the game
was tied.
The second half is when Eastern was
ready to put
the Redbirds
away, but
one play
killed just
about the
whole game.
After
plowing
down the
field on their
first drive,
Eastern was
set to, actu-
ally they
had, a 24-10 lead.
The play that turned it around was a
screen pass to running back J.R. Taylor
from the ISU 12-yard line. The play was so
well executed, that there was nobody out by
Taylor. 
There was only one problem – the ball
bounced off Taylor’s hands like they were
made of stone.
The only person within 15 yards of
Taylor was a cornerback that was already
cut by wide receiver Rashaan Smith in the
endzone. 
So, there were three offensive lineman
and a receiver to take on one cornerback. 
Catch the damn ball, please. Honestly,
Taylor could have caught the ball and
walked backwards into the endzone.
Senior Chad Larner then missed a field
goal, and the tide was officially turned to
ISU’s favor.
The problem I have with Eastern losing
this game is that there were all kinds of
breaks that went the Panthers’ way.
Not only did they get three breaks with
regard to turnovers, but some calls and non-
calls by the referees helped out.
One of the first breaks I saw out there
was on a 27-yard reception by Smith in the
second quarter. 
Although quarterback Anthony Buich
made a great throw, and Smith managed to
keep his feet in bounds, there was an illegal
motion call that was not made. 
A second huge call that went Eastern’s
way was on an apparent interception on the
last drive of the game. 
The best effort of the season
Redbirds fly away late
Todd Schreiber
Staff writer
email: cutrs@pen.eiu.edu
The Big 
Bender
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor
The Panther football team
had every opportunity to knock
off the nation’s seventh-ranked
Division I-AA team Saturday,
but once again a collapse in the
fourth quarter cost Eastern the
win.
The Panthers (1-10, 1-5) were
in control for most of the sea-
son’s final home game Saturday
against Illinois State (9-2, 6-0),
but a lack of execution down the
stretch allowed the Redbirds to
steal a 24-17 victory.
“We could have won that
game if we played smart and
made the plays we should have,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
said. 
“We should have won that
game.”
It’s been the same story all
year for the struggling Panthers.
Because of a lack of execution
and costly penalties, Eastern
blew its chances to win the
game.
Despite having a 17-10 lead
after the three quarters, Eastern
found itself down 24-17 late, but
the Panthers still had an opportu-
nity to tie the game up. 
With the ball on ISU’s 23-
yard line and four minutes left,
Eastern’s chances to tie up the
contest looked good, but after a
personal foul penalty on first
down made it second and 20
from ISU’s 33 yard-line, the
Panthers failed to complete a
pass and a false start made it
third and 25 from the Redbird
37. 
A 12-yard run by Panther
quarterback Anthony Buich was
followed by an incomplete pass,
turning the ball over on downs
and allowing ISU to run out the
clock.
“You have to play hard and
play smart to win football games,”
an exasperated Spoo said. 
“We played hard (Saturday),
but we didn’t play smart. We did-
n’t make the plays that we could
have and should have to win the
football game.”
But as the story has been all
year, penalties cost the Panthers
late.
“If they called it then it hap-
pened,” Spoo said of the 15-yard
personal foul penalty called late
in the fourth quarter. “They saw
it, they called it and it was a stu-
pid penalty for our guys to get.”
Throughout most of the first
half, the 1-10 Panthers looked
more like the No.7 team in the
nation than the 8-2 playoff-
bound Redbirds. 
Eastern got out to a 10-0 lead
early in the second quarter on an
outstanding individual effort by
Buich. 
The senior quarterback scram-
bled, avoiding several defenders,
and rolled to his right, hitting
junior tight end Nathan Kreke in
the corner of the endzone for the
score.
Eastern’s defense forced the
Redbirds to turn the ball over
three times in the first half,
including a big interception by
defensive back John Williams
with ISU threatening to score
early in the first quarter.
“The defense was outstand-
ing, they really were,” Spoo said.
“They played their hearts out.”
ISU answered with a touch-
down of their own and a 43-yard
field goal with just one second
left in the first half after inter-
cepting a Buich pass with 25 sec-
onds left on the clock. 
The Panthers had a golden
opportunity in the second quarter
when they had first and goal
from the ISU 4-yard line. 
But after an illegal substitu-
tion penalty and a covered fum-
ble, the Panthers were forced to
try a 41-yard field goal, which
Larner, kicking into the wind,
failed to convert.
“That was an absolutely a
killer,” Spoo said of not convert-
ing on the first and goal opportu-
nity. 
Eastern came out and scored
on their first possession of the
second half on a 10 yard touch-
down run by Buich. But two ISU
scores in the fourth quarter and a
defensive shutout by the
Redbirds in the period put the
game out of reach.
Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Senior quarterback Anthony Buich runs out ahead of his blockers in the
Panthers’ 24-17 loss to Illinois State Saturday. Buich rushed for 70 yards.
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